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Question Presented: “whether a school district may, consistent with the First Amendment to the United 

States Constitution, discipline a student for creating at home, and posting on the Internet, a web site that, 

inter alia, contained derogatory, profane, offensive and threatening statements directed toward one of the 

student’s teachers and his principal.” (850) 

 

Holdings: School district did not violate First Amendment; this was not protected student speech. Lower Court 

decision affirmed. 

 “We hold that where speech that is aimed at a specific school and/or its personnel is brought onto 

the school campus or accessed at school by its originator, the speech will be considered on-campus 

speech.” (865) 

 

Rationale: While student’s speech does not rise to the level of “true threat,” it did cause substantial 

disruption, so it is not protected under Tinker. 

 

Facts: Middle school student created website from home targeting algebra teacher and principal for 

derogatory and offensive comments, including a page devoted to the violent death of the teacher. Teacher 

was deeply troubled by this and had to take leave of absence, thereby disrupting education of students. J.S. 

told others about website & showed it to other students at school. Principal viewed site and contacted local 

police and FBI. J.S. continued to attend classes, and school district made no effort to remove him or discipline 

him until school year ended. 

 

Prior Appeals & Trial Court Input: 

 School District: voted to expel J.S. 

 Court of Common Pleas of Northamton Cnty: Affirmed school district. 

 Commonwealth Court: Affirmed trial court. “…characterized the issue as whether a student may be 

disciplined for speech occurring off of school premises and communicated to others via the Internet.” 

(853) –Substantial disruption test. (But one judge dissented: not “true threat,” not very disruptive.) 

 

Attorneys’ Arguments: 

 For Student: District did not establish sufficient disruption of school environment to limit off-campus 

speech; website did not contain “true threat.” 

NB: Page numbers were 

screwy on the Westlaw PDF 

so double check. 

This court relied on reasonable person 

evaluation, which was later abrogated 

by Comm. v. Knox  (Pa. 2018) 
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 For School District: Nexus established because website was accessed at school & became on-campus 

speech; it caused a material and substantial disruption and constituted a “true threat.” 

 

Appeals to Statute & Precedent: 

 See Knox for same list. 

 Perry Education Assoc. v. Perry Local Educators’ Assoc., 460 U.S. 37 (1983): “the unbridled free 

expression of speech is not permissible in every setting.” (854) 

 Vernonia School District 57 J. v. Acton, 515 U.S. 646 (1995): Students’ constitutional rights limited: no 

individualized suspicion required for drug testing student athletes (4th Am) 

 New Jersey v. T.L.O., 469 U.S. 325 (1985): Students’ constitutional rights limited: no probable cause or 

warrants needed for school officials to search student. 

 Ingraham v. Wright, 430 U.S. 651 (1977): Students’ constitutional rights limited: 8th Am & corporal 

punishment 

 Goss v. Lopez, 419 U.S. 565 (1975): Students’ constitutional rights limited: minimal due process for 

disciplinary suspensions 

 In re. F.B., 555 Pa. 661 (1999): Students’ constitutional rights limited: warrantless search conducted of 

all students in school environment 

 Commonwealth v. Cass, 551 Pa. 25 (1998): Students’ constitutional rights limited: only reasonable 

suspicion for search of school locker 

 Lovell By and Through Lovell v. Poway Unified School District¸90 F.3d 367 (9th Cir. 1996): true threat 

and student speech: reasonable person in student’s position; unequivocal, unconditional, immediate, 

specific 

 In the Interest of A.S., 243 Wis.2d 173, 626 N.W. 2d 712 (2001): threatening comments made by 

student: objective reasonable person standard 

 Killion v. Franklin Regional Sch. Dist., 136 F. Supp.2d 446 (W.D.Pa. 2001): addressing on-campus/off-

campus speech—email created off-campus, but printed and carried on school grounds: no true threat 

or disruption. 

 Beussink v. Woodland R-IV Sch. Dist., 30 F.Supp.2d 1175 (E.D.Mo.1998): website = on-campus speech 

because it can be accessed in the library and on other school computers. Decided re. Tinker: no 

substantial disruption. 

 (other examples of newspapers being distributed on-campus after published off-campus: see J.S., at 

865) 

 Emmett v. Kent Sch. Dist. No. 415, 92 F.Supp.2d 1088 (W.D.Wash.2000): mock obituaries posted 

online from home: judged to be outside school’s control; no true threat or disruption. 

 (other examples of cases that don’t fit with either Tinker or Fraser; see J.S., at 867) 

 

Dicta/Discussion: 

 First Amendment protects speech, and courts have usually guarded this closely. 

 However, the right to free expression is not absolute, and courts have shut down certain kinds of 

speech in the past due to content or setting. 
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 Schools are a special case: “balancing the constitutional rights of schoolchildren and the necessity for a 

school environment that is conducive to learning is a complex and delicate task.” (855) 

 True Threat Analysis 

o Not here in a criminal context. 

o Watts isn’t very helpful, because it doesn’t actually define “true threat.” 

o Lovell: “The court opined that in determining whether speech constitutes a true threat, the 

standard was whether a reasonable person in the student’s position would foresee that the 

statement would be interpreted as a serious expression of intent to harm or assault.” (857) 

 Also: unequivocal, unconditional, immediate, specific 

o A.S.: Objective reasonable person standard: “defining a true threat as a statement that a 

speaker would reasonably foresee that a listener would reasonably interpret as a serious 

expression of a purpose to inflict harm . . . as distinguished from hyperbole, jest, innocuous talk, 

expressions of political views or other similarly protected speech.” (858) 

 Also: full context of statement; conditionality; communicated directly to victim; similar 

to previous statements; whether victim had reason to believe in speaker’s propensity to 

violence. 

o “We believe that the standards and considerations set forth in these decisions are consistent 

with Watts, and serve as valuable guideposts in discerning whether certain speech falls within 

the narrow definition of a ‘true threat,’ that is, if the communication is a serious expression of 

intent to inflict harm.” (858) 

o This court did  not find the speech to be “true threat”—mixed reactions of readers; not 

communicated directly to teacher; disclaimer that staff shouldn’t view the site; no evidence 

that similar statements were made at other times; school district did not immediately confront 

or discipline J.S. 

 “Cognizant of the narrowness of the exceptions to the right of free speech, and the 

criminal nature of a true threat analysis, we conclude that the statements made by J.S. 

did not constitute a true threat, in light of the totality of the circumstances presented 

here. We believe that the web site, taken as a whole, was a sophomoric, crude, highly 

offensive and perhaps misguided attempt at humor or parody. However, it did not 

reflect a serious expression of intent to inflict harm.” (859) 

 

 Substantial Disruption per Tinker: 

o “…otherwise protected speech may in some circumstances be subject to restriction and even 

punishment.” (860) 

o Fraser: pedagogical concerns & diminished rights of students (lewd speech) 

o Kuhlmeier: high school newspaper censorship: school-sponsored activity,  

o Tinker: Threshold issue of location of speech must be addressed. 

 Then form of speech, effect of speech, setting in which it’s communicated, school 

sponsorship  

o Sufficient nexus established here as to location; however, it wasn’t a school-sponsored event, 

and the web site “[found] its way onto school grounds in an informal manner.” (866) 
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o “In essence, the type of speech at issue in this case straddles the political speech in Tinker, and 

the lewd and offensive speech expressed at an official school assembly in Fraser.” (866) 

o So Court will apply each one separately, because either one lands in favor of the District. 

 Fraser: offensive speech interferes with pedagogical goals 

 Tinker: disruptive speech can be disciplined 

o “In sum, the web site created disorder and significantly and adversely impacted the delivery of 

instruction.” (869) 

 

 

 


